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either tojbegin atjhe^rqger Jtimejn the_ fall, or to continue late enough
'
' Siich famines are one of the important reasons why most monsoon
and subtropical regions are back\vard. "As equatorial regions are held
back by excess, of rain, so these regions suffer from insufficient rain. A
drought of a single month at the critical time is enougfr "to" cause dire
distress. For generations the people have suffered such disasters which
have destroyed their human and animal capital and helped to make almost
everyone hopeless and therefore inefficient. One of the most interesting
questions of the future will be to see how fully the Zionists in Palestine
with the advantages of good government, modern methods, and abundant
capital can overcome the handicaps which have hitherto retarded the drier
subtropical countries.
The Leading Subtropical Countries
Lands Near the Mediterranean. The mostjpopulous subtropical coun-
tries do not suffer from famine as do those of Asia, for they are located
in Europe and have a better rainfall than the rest. They are Italy, Spain,
and Greece. WitH^ftein'TIJSy'Be^grouped the countries oi JN or th Africa
Sea.  Since Europe, Asia, and Africa really
^
form one great land^miasTpenetrated by such gulfs as the Mediterranean
and Red Seas, this whole group of countries actually lies in a position
corresponding to that of California. They are so important that the
term "Mediterranean climate" is perhaps more appropriate .than "sub-
tropical climate." Their popuIationjlOO millionjjeople) is four times
as large as that of the subtropical regions of the rest oftKe^J^ci, but
probably not much more~tEan one sixth as ; great as ; tEalfofthe monsoon
regions of Asia.
*~O5^t£s whole the Mediterranean countries are more advanced than
the Aleppo province which we have used as a type. Even Italy, however,
although the most progressive, is behind California. All alike are .notable
for extensive irrigation, for wheat, barley, olives, and grapes as well as
mair^fruits such asfigs, apricots, mulberries, and inma.ny places^oranges
and lemons. All also raise many sEeep, goats, and donkeys^ Yet they
"Hiffer greatly. For example in Turkey and Morocco mostTbf the farmers
use crude wooden plows tipped with bits of iron; they thresh the grain
under the feet of oxen, and winnow it by throwing it into the wind. In
Greece and Tripoli such plows are also used, but less commonly. The
threshing floors are often of stone; a roller, or a sledge with short teeth
like a harrow, is used for threshing, and a hand machine for winnowing.
la Spain, wooden plows arc found in out-of-the-way regions, but many
modern steel ones are imported, together with some threshing machinery.

